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  MB2-707 Dumps PDF&VCE Full Version Get: http://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-707.html QUESTION 31You add a Roll up

field to the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Account entity to calculate the sum of related Opportunity Estimated Revenue.How

frequently will Dynamics CRM automatically recalculate the Rollup field? A.    once every 12 hoursB.    once every four hoursC.   

once a dayD.    once an hour Answer: D QUESTION 32You are a Microsoft Dynamics CRM consultant. You are assigned a new

implementation.Before you configure the customer's environment you want to set the Option Value Prefix for your solution.In which

location do you set the Option Value Prefix? A.    system settingsB.    the Option SetC.    your solutionD.    The publisher of your

solution Answer: D QUESTION 33In Microsoft Dynamics CRM, you create a custom Event entity tor storing events and a custom

Event Type entity for storing possible Event Types for events.You want to store one or more of these Event Types in an Event.What

should you create? A.    a native N:N relationship between Event and Event TypeB.    a Lookup attribute in the Event entityC.    a

Multiple Lines of Text attribute in the Event entityD.    an Option Set attribute in the Event entity Answer: B QUESTION 34You

customize Microsoft Dynamics CRM for a customer.Your customer has the following requirements for custom attributes:- Users

should not be able to add filters for this field in Advanced Find.- The fields should be available when customizing views.What

should you do? A.    Remove the attribute from the Find Columns list of the Lookup view.B.    Remove the attribute from the Find

Columns list of the Quick Search view.C.    Create a business rule to prevent the use of this attribute in Advanced Find.D.    Change

the Searchable option to No. Answer: D QUESTION 35You want users to be able to access a custom entity from Microsoft

Dynamics CRM for Tablets.Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.Choose two.

A.    Add the entity to at least one SiteMap area.B.    Create a new form to Mobile.C.    Enable the CRM for Tablets check box.D.   

In Managed Properties, set New forms can be created to Yes. Answer: AC QUESTION 36You need to create and save a business

rule.Which component is required? A.    formulaB.    propertyC.    descriptionD.    action Answer: D QUESTION 37You have a

System View that contains all active accounts. You want a similar view that also includes inactive accounts.You need to create a

copy of the System View.What should you do? A.    While viewing the System View, select Save As, and give the new view a

name.B.    When viewing the list of System Views for the Accounts, select Copy View, and give the copy a name.C.    While editing

the System View, select Save As, and give the new view a name.D.    While editing the System View, select Copy View, and give

the copy a name. Answer: CExplanation:https://technet.microsoft.com/library/dn509578.aspx QUESTION 38You need a component

that can combine form controls together with the possibility to expand and collapse them.Which component should you choose? A.  

 sub-gridB.    sectionC.    Quick View formD.    tab Answer: D QUESTION 39You need to populate the Opportunity type with the

Lead type.Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.Choose two. A.    Create a

global option set field that can be reused across entities.B.    Add this field to the mappings in the relationship,C.    Create two

different fields that have the same value, and set up a connection.D.    Create one local option set with a field type of lookup to the

entity. Answer: AB QUESTION 40You need to configure a new chart for the sales team by using the chart designer tools in the user

interface.Which two designs can you configure? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.Choose two. A.    the colors that

will be used when the chart is displayedB.    the records the chart will includeC.    the entity that contains the data you want to

displayD.    the chart type that will provide the best display for the type of data Answer: CD   Braindump2go MB2-707 Latest
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